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About MAHLE E-Mobility Solutions
MAHLE’s sophisticated, high-performance, and price-competi-

Today, we have a comprehensive product portfolio for various

tive E-Mobility Solutions give electric vehicle manufacturers the

markets, which enables our customers to profit from scale

upper hand – whether for traction motors, power electronics, or

effects for all applications: mild and full hybrid vehicles, vehicles

e-bikes. Our long history with electric solutions began decades

with range extenders, purely battery-powered vehicles, as well

before the current e-mobility trend, with traction motors for in-

as fuel cell vehicles and even two-wheelers. Solutions from

dustrial applications.

MAHLE – the technology leader in thermal management – increase the overall component and systems performance, so that
the motor continuously operates at optimal efficiency.
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Automotive applications
MAHLE offers automotive manufacturers a variety of robust solutions that perform exceptionally
well with high power densities and at high speeds. Whether it’s traction motors with optimized
cooling or power electronics ranging from 12 to 800 volts, MAHLE has the answer.
We are continuously developing new technologies to further increase the long-term performance
of motors and meet updated regulations, such as EMC vehicle standards. For example, the ECE
R10-05 caters for optional input filters that can lower emissions to CISPR 25 Class 5 limits,
while being highly immune to RF disturbances.
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Traction
motors

MAHLE traction motors are available in

Great emphasis has been placed on

various designs for optimal packaging

designing motors with fewer parts to

and cover a performance range of up to

decrease their complexity and cost while

250 kilowatts. Our portfolio includes low-

increasing robustness. Individual compo-

and high-voltage asynchronous induction

nents of the MAHLE high-voltage electric

motors as well as interior permanent ma-

drive systems, such as stators, rotors,

gnet (IPM) synchronous motors, which

and electric controllers, can be designed

can be designed with three or six pha-

to meet customer demands, fitting their

ses and are liquid or forced-air cooled,

specific powertrain architecture. Other

depending on the application and power

units include highly integrated gearbo-

requirements.

xes for a lightweight and sturdy system
design.

20 kW Low Voltage
Drive System

40 kW Drive Unit

130 kW High Voltage
e-Motor
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Power
electronics
Power electronics are the key
to future mobility and contribute the most to cost optimization and efficient systems
control. Our modular solutions
for the e-mobility market can
be used within a wide scope
of applications and power
ranges. We are continuously
improving and developing
our power electronics products, including their housing,
cooling, and systems performance.

Traction inverters

common module components, we can

MAHLE’s traction inverters have been

reduce costs, complexity, and overall

designed to meet all future automotive

product package. We further apply our

requirements, such as the ISO 26262

competences as a global leader in ther-

Automotive Safety Integrity Levels (up to

mal management solutions to develop

level D), while also benefitting from emer-

cooling concepts that allow us to opera-

ging technologies, such as silicon-car-

te our electronics at maximum efficiency

bide power modules—used to achie-

and power density. All of our solutions

ve power levels of up to 250 kilowatts.

are applicable to 48-, 400-, and 800-volt

Whether at 48, 400, or 800 volts, we are

architectures.

able to customize our inverters to manufacturers’ specific requirements with our

Fuel cell monitors

modular and scalable layout, while redu-

Our fuel cell monitors control the status

cing costs.

of the hydrogen fuel cell stack, including
its voltage, impedance, and temperature.

Power converters

To guarantee maximum safety, we em-

To support our automotive customers in

ploy pyroswitches that instantly cut the

all matters of power conversion, we have

power connection in an emergency.

designed a lineup of onboard chargers,
DC/DC converters, and EMC filters.
Thanks to the functional integration and

Traction Inverter

On-board Chargers

Fuel Cell Monitor

EMC Battery Filter

DC/DC Converter
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A perfect match—MAHLE traction
motors and power electronics with
thermal management solutions
To further expand the application range
of 48-volt systems, MAHLE developed
traction motors and corresponding power electronics to deliver up to 80 kilowatts
to the wheels from a drive unit consisting
of two motors. This will make it possible
to use 48-volt drives in high-performance
vehicles, thus reducing motor and power electronics costs by about 25 percent
when compared with higher voltage
solutions.
MAHLE’s advanced control algorithms
optimally regulate the speed and torque
at all working points and under all operating conditions. An improved field-oriented control (FOC), which uses the
battery’s full potential under any given
condition, provides excellent driver response in terms of acceleration and deceleration. Functions such as hill hold or antirollback are implemented in the speed
torque mode. A unique control algorithm
is activated at high motor speeds for higher motor torques. Integrated devices
that protect against incorrect polarity,
overvoltage, and thermal overload further
guarantee functionality for the lifetime of
the motor.
As a global leader in thermal management, MAHLE’s solutions extend from
the heat source in the electric motor and
power electronics to its usage in the passenger compartment.
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Electric pumps

Electric compressors

With our knowledge of thermal management, we have optimi-

Today’s electric vehicles demand refrigeration systems that cool

zed our electric pumps to supply the required flow for all driving

and heat the passenger compartment, battery packs, traction

and charging conditions. Thanks to their modular design, the

motors, and power electronics systems. Moreover, by elimina-

pumps can be scaled according to the required power, from 100

ting the internal combustion engine, electric vehicles present two

to 1,000 watts, while using robust design elements that have

major challenges: First, with no accessory drive to power the

been proven in automotive applications. The in-house develop-

A/C compressor, an electric-drive A/C compressor is needed.

ment and production of hydraulic components, BLDC motors,

Second, without the availability of waste heat from the internal

and ECUs gives MAHLE the advantage of being able to offer its

combustion engine, electric heating is required, which has a di-

customers a complete system.

rect impact on driving range. Heating with the support of a heat
pump increases energy efficiency and therefore driving range.
The modular design of MAHLE’s electric A/C compressors allows us to pair different displacements with different operating
voltage levels. We can thus meet a broad spectrum of needs for
electrified vehicles from various OEMs.
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The e-compressor
from MAHLE is the
beating heart of the
air conditioning and
refrigerant circuit in
an electric vehicle.
Our portfolio ranges from a 400 volt 27 CC variant designed
for HEV applications to our CLEPA-award-winning 800 volt 57
CC product for the premium BEV segment. The latter enables
high-performance cooling with extreme battery supercharging
and provides the benefit of downspeeding—or operating at low
speeds compared with traditional products—thus offering a significant improvement in NVH during operation.

Electric main coolant
pump (48 V)

The high degree of vertical integration at MAHLE enables us
to combine the mechatronics electronics and motor subsystems with the high-precision compression subsystem, thereby
providing a complete MAHLE A/C e-compressor solution. This
translates into a product that achieves premium NVH levels and
energy efficiency, as well as best-in-class performance-to-mass
and -package ratios.

400 V 36cc and 800 V 57cc
eCompressor
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Non-road mobile
machinery

Drive system
solutions for
Non-road mobile
machinery

18 kW Low Voltage
Drive System

MAHLE offers a multitude of drive
systems for NRMM machinery to operate
as motor, generator or booster, lowering
fuel consumption and CO2 emission.
MAHLE also offers various motors for
auxiliary hydraulics in 24V/48V.

18 kW Low Voltage
Drive System

40 kW Integrated Drive
Unit with Gearbox

12 kW Low Voltage
Hydraulic Drive System
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Material handling

E-components
for logistics and
material handling

With a wide variety of motors and con-

nents. Accessories like steering units

trollers for walkie stackers (24V/36V)

(motor + planetary gearbox + electro-

and 3 or 4 wheel counterbalance trucks

nics), tiller cards, CAN units and graphic

(48/72/80V) MAHLE is your partner of

displays can be additionally integrated in

choice in this field. Our controllers offer

the system.

digital and analogue I/O to support peripherals like valves and other compo-

DC motor
for hydraulics

AC induction motors
for traction

Electric Power
Steering Drive Unit

AC induction motors
for hydraulics

Motor Controllers
for hydraulics and traction
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Golf carts and
utility vehicles
The ideal solution for electric golf and utility vehicles are our

Optionally controllers can include drivers for brake resistors, used

induction motors with corresponding controllers. The traction

for decelerations in case of fully charged battery.

torque control algorithm results in smooth and accurate torque
control on any ground and load conditions.

up to 10 kW Low Voltage
Drive System

up to 18 kW Low Voltage
Drive System
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Scooters and two-wheelers
Two-wheeler
drive systems from
MAHLE for
scooters

Electric scooters offer limited constructi-

These systems are equipped with hybrid

on space and require very compact so-

controls, combining speed and torque

lutions. Therefore most moderately pow-

control for a dynamic driving experience.

ered propulsion systems for 2-wheelers

Bigger and more powerful drive systems

are based on air cooled IPM motors and

are usually liquid cooled.

very compact electronics.

up to 6 kW Low Voltage
Drive System

up to 18 kW Low Voltage
Drive System

up to 5 kW Low Voltage
Drive System

up to 14 kW Low Voltage
Drive System
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Smart bikes
Lifestyle meets
performance –
MAHLE drive
systems for
e-bikes

At MAHLE, we are continuously impro-

which have been optimized to fit nearly all

ving our e-bike components, such as

frames. Additionally, cyclists can increase

compact and lightweight rear wheel hub

the bike’s range by roughly 30 percent

and mid-drive motors, batteries, and

with our newly designed range extender.

electronic control units—all of which can
be integrated unobtrusively into the bicy-

A state-of-the-art human–machine inter-

cle. The hardware is complemented by

face (HMI) provides even more possibi-

an integrated connectivity solution featu-

lities for the development of groundbre-

ring mobile and web-based apps.

aking products and apps that integrate
Bluetooth, ANT+, weather and fitness

We provide an easy-to-use system for

services, tracking, elevation, and heart

the e-bike industry. At less than 2 kilo-

rate as well as intelligent battery ma-

grams, our rear- and mid-drive units are

nagement with routing based on ground

the lightest on the market, specifically de-

conditions. Our e-bike components offer

signed for use in lightweight road, gravel,

the smartest and lightest electric interfa-

city, and mountain bikes. Our all-in-one

ce with outstanding connectivity and are

solution includes the drive unit and light-

taking bicycles to the next level.

weight battery (less than 2 kilograms),
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MAHLE E-Drives –
Product Characteristics

Electric Motor

6 kW

14 kW

18 kW

5 kW

Low Voltage

Low Voltage

Low Voltage

Low Voltage

Drive System

Drive System

Drive System

Drive System

PM-Synchronous Motor

PM-Synchronous Motor

PM-Synchronous Motor

IM-Asynchronous
Induction Motor

Motor Controller

MC-020

MC-040

MC-040

MC-020

liquid cooled
Voltage Range

24 V - 80 V

24 V - 80 V

24 V - 80 V

24 V - 80 V

Max Torque

20 Nm

40 Nm

60 Nm

14 Nm

Continuous

3 kW

6 kW

7-13 kW

2,2 kW

Max Speed

9,000 rpm

9,000 rpm

9,000 rpm

8,000 rpm

Peak Perfomance

6 kW

14 kW

18 kW

5 kW

Communication

CANOpen

CANOpen

CANOpen

CANOpen

Main Cooling

Air

Air

Liquid

Air

Functional Safety

ISO 13849

ISO 13849

ISO 13849

ISO 13849

on request

on request

on request

on request

6,5 kg / 1,3 kg

11,3 kg / 2,6 kg

20 kg / 4,5 kg

15,6 kg / 1,3 kg

Dimensions Motor

ø 133 x 158 mm

ø 133 x 213 mm

ø 165 x 200 mm

ø 133 x 228 mm

Dimensions Controller

160 x 150 x 57

200 x 143 x 71

200 x 143 x 91

160 x 150 x 57

Perfomance

Weight
(Motor/Controller)
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18 kW

20 kW

40 kW

40 kW

130 kW

Low Voltage

Low Voltage

Integrated

Integrated Drive Unit

High Voltage e-Motor

Drive System

Drive System

Drive Unit

with Gearbox

IM-Asynchronous

PM-Synchronous Motor

PM-Synchronous Motor

PM-Synchronous Motor with

Induction Motor

PM-Synchronous Motor

reduction gear

MC-040

Integrated

Integrated

Integrated

–

24 V - 80 V

40 V - 56 V

48 V

48 V

400 V

90 Nm

60 Nm

110 Nm

950 Nm

160 Nm

4 - 8 kW

13 kW

25 kW

25 kW

50 kW

8,000 rpm

21,000 rpm

12,000 rpm

1.250 rpm

15,000 rpm

18 kW

20 kW

40 kW

40 kW

130 kW

CANOpen

CAN

CANOpen

CANOpen

–

Air

Liquid

Liquid

Liquid

Liquid

ISO 13849

ISO 26262 ASIL C

ISO 26262 ASIL C

ISO 26262 ASIL C

–

on request

on request

on request

on request

36 kg / 2,6 kg

22,9 kg

29 kg

49 kg

26 kg

ø 200 x 263 mm

ø 165 x 260 mm

ø 230 x 260 mm

390 x 350 x 490 mm

ø 180 x 230 mm

200 x 143 x 71
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Pedelec
Product Characteristics

X35+
Electric

Inner Tube Battery

Range Extender

Capacity

248 Wh

208,8 Wh

BLDC Hub-Motor

Motor
Voltage

36 V

Voltage

36 V

36 V

Continuous

250 W

Discharge

2A

2A

Charging

4h

3h

time

Dual-Charge / Discharge

Dual-Charge / Discharge

possibility

possibility

Output-

Head light, USB

-

Options

Panasonic

Panasonic

18650GA-10S/2P

18650GA-10S/2P

Communi-

CAN BUS

CAN BUS

Perfomance
Efficiency
Speed Limit

Rate
> 92%
EU: 25 km/h
US: 32 km/h

Communi-

CAN BUS

cation
Sensors

Speed Sensor

Protection

IP 67

cation

(EBM Protocol)

(EBM Protocol)

Certification

EMC according to ECE R10-05

Sensors

-

-

OLD

136,5 mm

Protection

IP 67

IP 67

Weight

2,1 kg

Mounting

Inside Frame

Bottle Cage

Axle

–

Dimension

ø 50 mm

230 x 87,5 x 68,5 mm

Cassete

Shimano HG11-speed

Weight

1,1 kg

1,45 kg
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Wireless Mono

iWoc TRIO

iWoc One

cycling computer
Display

2,1"

–

–

Drive-

3 (Eco, Normal, Turbo)

3 (Eco, Normal, Turbo)

3 (Eco, Normal, Turbo)

Display

RGB LED,

RGB LED

Modus
Modus-

Vibration

Feedback
ANT+LEV

CAN BUS

CAN BUS

Protection

IP 67

IP 67

IP 67

Mounting

Stem/bar

Bar

Frame

Additional

–

n

OS: Linux

n

OS: Linux

Display

n

Backlight Sensor

n

Backlight Sensor

Information

n

Smartphone

n

Smartphone

n

Notifications

n

Notifications

n

Guided Navigati on

n

Guided Navigati on

Communication

with Smartphone APP
n

3 axis accelerometer

with Smartphone APP
n

3 axis accelerometer
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Pedelec
Product Characteristics

IoT Connectivity
Advantages

n

Permanent data connection

for End-User

n

GNSS (Global navigation

WEB Dashboard
n

for OEMs

system, on- and offline
n

eBike tracking

Connection to STRAVA,

n

eBike Monitoring

Facebook, Twitter

n

Remote diagnostic

n

Performance services

upload (OEM, USER,

n

Fitness Services

DEALER profiles)

n

Weather Services

Global solution and

n

Customizable Alerts

SIM on CHIP

n

STRAVA integration

n

Antitheft system

n

Data collection and

n

Services while riding without
phone connection

Advantages

Navigation road & off road

on specific activity

Product update on the air

n

n

mation with details

Satellite System)
n

n

Activity Tracking infor-

APP for iOS & Android

Fleet Management

n

Help to create eBikes

n

Assign parts with
serial numbers

n

Control assembling

n

Update and create process

n

Control each part from
factory to dealer
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Power Electronics
Product Characteristics

Traction Inverter

On-board

DC/DC Converter

Fuel Cell Monitor

Chargers

EMC Battery
Filter

Motor Controler

Power Conversion

Power Conversion

BMS

EMC Filter

Voltage

up to 850V

48V, 400V, 800V

400V / 12V

1.6 V per Cell

up to 420V

Power

up to 250 kW

up to 22 kW

up to 3.5kW

depending on cell

none

Unidirectional and

quantity

Application
(Power
Conversion,
Motor Controller, EMC
Filter, BMS)

Output

Bidirectional
Cooling

Liquid Cooling

Liquid Cooling

Liquid Cooling

Liquid Cooling

none

Functional

ASIL-D

ASIL-B

ASIL-B

ASIL B

QM

CAN

PLC & CAN

CAN

Two CAN buses,

No communication

Safety
Communication

communication

CAN-FD capable
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70376 Stuttgart
Telefon: +49 711 501-0
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